HIT Operational Plan Update
September 24, 2019

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support Act Update
MPI
Behavioral Health Data Systems
VBP Provider Survey Update
Section 1003 Funding
AIHC EHR Vendor Meeting
Communication/Outreach Update
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Support Act Update
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Support Act Update
• HCA received approval from CMS for 100% federal
funds:
– To implement a “Qualified PDMP” system with enhanced
functionality that will provide a robust treatment decision
making tool for healthcare providers.
– for interoperable health IT to support efforts to combat
the opioid crisis through integrating the PDMP and CDR
using:
• electronic consent management,
• the availability of additional clinical data sources, and
• reporting for clinical and case management.

• Funds must be spent by 9/30/2020
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Qualified PDMP
•

Design, development and implementation of an enhanced PDMP solution
that will:

– streamline provider’s registration and login for those having to access
the PDMP
– more quickly process submitted data files (e.g., filled prescription
data) to ensure providers have as up-to-date information as possible
– support the ability to analyze and visualize public health data to
inform policy decisions to address the opioid epidemic
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Qualified PDMP (cont’d)
•

Design, development and implementation of an enhanced PDMP solution
that will:

– allow staff to more effectively track and monitor dispenser data
reporting to ensure data are accurate and complete
– ensure program staff can easily track important data on registrations,
utilization, and other key dashboard metrics
– ensure the health information exchange connection is maintained for
integrated access via electronic health record systems

•

Technical assistance consulting services to assist providers with integrating
PDMP data into the workflow of their electronic health record systems
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Consent Management Update
• Securing contractor for project oversight (we are
here!)
– Review of existing materials regarding consent
management
– Requirements gathering
– Procurement processes (build/buy/partner)
– Monitoring of development/implementation

• System Development
– Design system
– Development iterations
– Limited pilot of solution
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Clinical Data Sources and Reporting for
Clinical and Case Management
• Drafting scope of work (we are here!)
• Scope must address:
– PMP access
– HIE and/or the CDR
– SUD

• Scope could focus on:
– Dually licensed MH/SUD providers
– E-Care plans
– Interoperable Intake, Assessment, and Screening tools
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Master Person Index
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Master Person Index
• HCA, in coordination with the HHS Coalition
agencies, are putting forward a legislative funding
request to begin a phased implementation of a
Master Person Index.
• This effort will focus on building an initial proof of
concept that can be scaled with addition
functionality to address additional use cases moving
forward
• The State is also developing a funding request to
CMS to request 90/10 funding to support this work.
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Behavioral Health Data Systems
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Behavioral Health Data Systems
• Behavioral Health Supplemental Transaction Data Guide was
finalized and distributed to MCOs and BH-ASOs the end of August:
– https://www.hca.wa.gov/assets/billers-and-providers/behavioral-healthdata-system-data-guide-v3.0.pdf

• Letter distributed to MCOs and BH-ASOs (dated 9/16) clarifying
HCA expectations about supplemental transaction reporting.
• Work is progressing on modifying the HCA Behavioral Health Data
System (BHDS); plan to open the BHDS test environment for MCOs
and BH-ASOs by December 2019.
• HCA continues communication with MCO/BHO/ASO and is
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responding to questions regarding
the data guide.

VBP Provider Survey
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VBP Provider Survey
• 173 respondents (but not all respondents completed
the survey fully)
– Top three barriers:
• Lack of interoperable data systems
• Misaligned incentives and/or contract requirements
• Lack of access to comprehensive data on patient populations

– Top three enablers:
• Aligned quality measurements and definitions
• Trusted partnerships and collaboration with payers
• Development of medical home culture with engaged providers

– Technical support:
• 15/62 respondents have received HIT/HIE planning, implementation, and/or
reporting technical support
• 48/75 respondents desire HIT/HIE planning, implementation, and/or reporting
technical support moving forward
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Section 1003 Funding
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Section 1003 Funding
•

•

HCA received an 18 month $3.8 million cooperative agreement from CMS
to develop an “Integrated SUD and Behavioral Health Roadmap 20202022”
Funding supports Phase I activities that include:
– An initial assessment of the current state of Washington State’s MH and SUD treatment
and recovery support service needs
– A survey of providers who provide SUD treatment and recovery support services,
including all forms of MAT. Survey will gather information on HIT/HIE and telehealth
– Stakeholder and partner group discussions to gather input on the initial assessment and
state infrastructure needed to address the SUD treatment and recovery support services
– Medical Effectiveness Review of non-pharmacologic SUD Treatment and Recovery
Interventions
– Development of SUD Treatment and Recovery Alternative Payment Model
– Development of Roadmap to drive statewide improvements in BH, SUD, and primary
care treatment and recovery support services

•

Phase II funding will support a 36 month project during which the
Roadmap would be executed
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Closed Loop Referral
Emerging HIT Standards
• We’re scheduling a conversation with ONC to discuss
emerging standards for closed loop referral
• Date TBD: Likely the week of 10/7
• Please let us know if you’re interested in
participating
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American Indian Health Commission
• The AIHC hosted a meeting for Indian health care
providers (IHCPs) to discuss and learn about needed
EHR functionality and what is supported by certain
EHR solutions.
• HCA staff listened as invited guests
• Participating vendors:
– Greenway
– NextGen
– EPIC (participated for half day)

• Next steps: IHCPs are interested in a “deep dive”
vendor demonstration on BH functionality
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Communication/Outreach Update
Events/Outreach: July to Present

• Met with WSMA new Directory of
Policy
• Participated in HCA’s CQCT open
house
• Presented CDR to HCA’s VBP
consultants
• Networked at the Region 10 Opioid
Summit in Vancouver
• Presented in the Healthier
Washington Quarterly webinar,
presentation archived online
• Met with OneHealthPort and MCO
stakeholders
• Presented to DSHS ALTSA staff
• Networked at State of Reform,
Spokane

Upcoming Events/Outreach

• Additional MCO meetings with
OneHealthPort planned
• Medicaid Transformation Public
Forum, Vancouver and streamed via
Facebook Live
• Medicaid Learning Symposium, SeaTac
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Monthly HIT Operational Plan Meetings
• 4th Tues. of every month-Next meeting October 22
• Same webinar, phone number, meeting
room. Available at:
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/40520185
03263997185
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Questions?
More Information:
We anticipate that monthly reports will be posted on
HCA Transformation website.
https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/health-informationtechnology/washington-state-medicaid-hit-plan

Jennie Harvell,
Health IT Section
jennie.harvell@hca.wa.gov
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